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I manually linearize some of the curves if I want to use them outside of an ICC, for example in a 

dual-profile workflow.  In particular, sometimes when I am printing down the borders with yellow 

to offset OBAs such a dual-profile workflow is required.  While a 2-pass workflow with soft, 

feathered borders on the yellow is an alternative that allows the use of an ICC for the image, 

and an alternative that is often preferable, if precise registration of the borders is required, a 

single-pass workflow is needed.  This requires that 2 profiles be used at the same time, and this 

requires a manually linearized image profile. 

Manual linearization does take some work and is only going to match the monitor for a single 

workspace; it is not an automatically “color managed” workflow like an ICC.   

The graph1 below compares the print densities (actually Lab L, luminance values) of an ideal 

ICC print with a 21-step test print made with a the initial starting, straight line starting PS curve 

used in the Epson 4000 Noritsu Variable-tone setup.2  The ICC (red) is what matches the 

calibrated monitor with workspace Gray Gamma 2.2 or Adobe RGB.  This is the target for 

manual “linearization.” 

 

Additionally, in the Excel graphing I select the thinner lines and a grid pattern for more accuracy.  

These are easily printed large for taking the next steps.   

In the graph below, instead of the readings from an ICC, I use two straight line segments as the 

target.  With a ruler between the paper white and black end points, I draw a line from the paper 

white point to the point straight up from the 50% (number 11) file input point on the horizontal 

axis. From that point I draw a second straight line to the 97.5% point on the Lab L=0 horizontal 

                                                             
1 I graph my Lab L values in Excel (Insert>Chart); the Lab L values from a test print made with an ICC can be pasted 

it into the spreadsheet of the test curve to graph them together and compare them. 
2 See http://www.paulroark.com/BW-Info/4000-Noritsu-BW-Variable-Tone.pdf  

http://www.paulroark.com/
http://www.paulroark.com/BW-Info/4000-Noritsu-BW-Variable-Tone.pdf


axis.  The very end of the curve is the area of compressed blacks where the shape is copied 

from the ICC graphs.3 

 

The ICC graph or (approximate) idealized gray gamma 2.2 lines (red, above) show where the 

density should be for each input file point.  The blue curve is the graph of the 21-step values 

where the red and green image adjustment curves were straight lines.  Points will be added to 

the starting, straight line PS curves as needed to make corrections.  Often it is best to, first, put 

points on the curves where the Lab L values are already correct. Second, put the points where 

the curve is off the most.  Additionally, I put an adjustment point at the 50% input point because 

the final curve bends there, and it’s an important point to start. 

So, starting with the 50% point the procedure to determine correct shape of the final PS curve is 

illustrated above.  Follow the green line from the 21-step 50% point up to the ideal density (Lab 

L) point (red line).  Then trace horizontally over from that point to where the actual print density 

was, in fact, reached with the straight-line starter curve. Trace straight down to the 21-step test 

file input point that produced the desired density.  That then tells you exactly where the final 

curve point should be.  In this example, a point on the PS red and green curves should be set at 

(50, 46). 

Keep the red and green curves the same as each other until the Lab L graph is near perfect.  

Then move their points equally up and down, to make Lab A value changes, while offsetting 

moves keep the Lab L values essentially unchanged. 

For final fine tuning of the curve, the Excel graphs (test curve and ICC target curve) and PS 

curves can be on the monitor next to each other. 

                                                             
3 For matte papers a straight line from the paper white to where the 90% patch should be works. 



 

 

Note that the addition of minor amounts of yellow ink will not significantly affect the Lab L 

values.  In the deep shadows, however, the blue curve (yellow ink) is needed to control the 

black ink.  Tones may diverge there, but it is so dark they will not be seen; the native black ink 

tone ultimately dominates that end. 

The purpose of all of this manual work (here it took 4 iterations to get to the point shown above) 

is to allow printing with 2 different profiles in the same image. 

 

This allows me to tone down the borders of brightened paper; that is, neutralize the OBA 

blueness so that they end up neutral, like a mat board.  The brightened paper, when printed with 

a very low level of yellow ink, can be made to look much more like natural paper.  This can give 

the effect of a mat board, where the mat board is a different, and warmer paper than used in the 

image itself. 

Note that warming the borders to look like natural paper can also be done in a 2-pass workflow 

where the yellow is printed first, using soft edges of the affected areas to avoid registration 

problems.  When this is done areas in the image can also be toned down.  This then becomes 

part of the printing job of guiding the eye to the centers of interest via the OBA brightners. In 



general, this 2-pass workflow may be a more flexible and powerful approach, but it does not 

allow one to simulate a mat board with sharp borders.  Registration is never perfect when the 

paper is fed through a printer a second time.  

In any case, taming the OBAs is a potentially powerful tool for not only aesthetic reasons, but 

also it can lessen the impact of the fading of the OBAs.  Here, the trick is to match the fade rate 

of the OBA dyes and the fade rate of the yellow dye used.   

FWIW, 

Paul 
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